The Preventer...
Preventer Rigging
At or abaft 120 deg Apparent Wind

- Snap shackle end of line is passed through small snatch block attached to third hole from bow in toe rail. Line is led outboard of the toe rail, lifeline, and shrouds.
- Line is tied to forward end of boom mounted preventer boom line with a bowline.
- Secure snap shackle to line.

- At rest, the snap shackle is attached to the lower lifeline aft of the stanchion located just aft of the aft lower shroud.

When rigged for Spinnaker

- Preventer line is led to primary winch. (Secondary Winch is used for spinnaker sheet)
- Line is led out of cockpit from secondary winch, inboard of all shrouds.
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Note – Turns on the winch!!!
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